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Abstract

Legal information production by lawyers, judges and research scholars is forcing the judiciary to switch its operations from traditional to online mode. The present study proposed a model online legal information system for Indian environment. The study compared the existing legal e-resources available in Indian environment with proposed online legal information system. It is found in the study that open access resources are far inferior compared to commercial one. The latest Web 2.0 tools are not integrated in these resources. Besides this, mobile based view is not available in majority of resources. Majority of user interface in open access resources are not user-friendly. Therefore, funding agencies of these resources must take an initiative to make these resources more user-friendly and robust. Besides this, databases of these resources do not adhere to standards such as, Machine Readable Catalogue code (MARC), Open Access Initiative-Protocol Metadata Harvesting (OAI-PMH) and Z39.50. The proposed online legal information system have integrated better help features and embedded the Web 2.0 tools. All these legal e-resources need to be improved to provide effective access of information to legal community in India.
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1. Introduction

In India, the boom in legal information production by lawyers, judges and research scholars is forcing the judiciary to switch its operations from traditional to online mode. The organizations of legal information resources are important for the legal community as well as the masses. A lawyer’s success depends largely on the latest information on a case, and the relevant case laws related to the problem. Therefore, a lawyer has to keep in touch with the latest happenings in the relevant field, and information explosion in the field of law attracts legal information system towards computerization so that legal fraternity could get specific information expeditiously. The rapidly increasing numbers of statutes and exponential growth of case laws call for rapid growth of a computerized legal information system. Overall, the main aim of legal information retrieval systems is to locate the relevant documents related to the search query as defined by the user. In all types of cases, information and communication technology (ICT) can be crucial in providing speedy mechanism to decide upon disputes, subsequently speeding up the justice delivery system. Electronic tracking of cases can be useful for easy search and retrieval, grouping of cases, information processing and judicial record processing. It also helps in the disposal of cases in a transparent manner. A database of court cases is required so that a case registered initially in the trial court could be traced till the final judgment in the higher judiciary. Judges would also be able to track the cases, which will result in delivery of justice to citizens of India (Kalam, 2012).